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Abstract: Indonesian has two prefixes, PE- and PEN-, that are similar in form and
meaning, but are probably not allomorphs. In this study, we applied a distribu-
tional vector space model to clarify whether these prefixes have discriminable
semantics. Comparisons of pairs of words within and across morphologically
defined sets of words revealed that cosine similarities of pairs consisting of a word
with PE- and a word with PEN-were reduced compared to pairs of only PE-words,
or of only PEN-words. Furthermore, nounswith PE-weremore similar to their base
words than was the case for words with PEN-. The specialized use of PE- for words
denoting agents, and the specialized use of PEN- for denoting instruments, was
also visible in the semantic vector space. These differences in the semantics of PE-
and PEN- thus provide further quantitative support for the independent status of
PE- as opposed to PEN-.
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1 Introduction

In Indonesian, there are two nominalisation prefixes: PE- and PEN-, which derive
nouns with a range of similar meanings (agent, instrument, patient, location,
causer) from verbs. Qualitative studies mainly describe PE- and PEN- as inde-
pendent prefixes (Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al. 2010), but there are also studies
that take them to be allomorphs (Dardjowidjojo 1983; Kridalaksana 2007). It is
unclear whether PE- is an allomorph of PEN- or is actually an independent
formative (Denistia 2018).

The first prefix, PEN-, is described as having six phonologically-conditioned
allomorphs which are in complementary distribution (Ramlan 2009; Sugerman
2016; Sukarno 2017). The N in PEN- is a mnemonic for the nasal assimilation that
characterizes most of its allomorphs. For notational clarity, we write the prefixes
in upper case and distinguish between their allomorphs using subscripts:
PENpeng-, PENpen-, PENpem-, PENpeny-, PENpenge-; and one non-nasalized allomorph
PENpe-. The second prefix, PE-, is clearly similar in form, and has been argued to
be very similar also in meaning as PENpe- (Nomoto 2006).1

The reason that PE- is taken to be a different prefix is that nouns with PE- are
derived from verbs with the prefix BER-, and nouns with PEN- are derived from
verbs with MEN- (see, e.g., Benjamin 2009; Dardjowidjojo 1983; Ermanto 2016;
Nomoto 2006, 2017; Putrayasa 2008; Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al. 2010), through a
process of affix substitution (e.g. petani “farmer” - bertani “to farm” and penari
“dancer” -menari “to dance”). Similar to PEN-,MEN- has also six phonologically-
conditioned allomorphs:MENmeng-,MENmen-,MENmem-,MENmeny-,MENmenge-, and
MENme-.

Verbs withMEN- can be extended with the suffixes -i and -kan (Kroeger 2007;
Sneddon et al. 2010; Sutanto 2002; Tomasowa 2007). These suffixes add a further
argument: a beneficiary, a causer, or a location (e.g. tulis “to write” - menulisi “to
write on something”, menuliskan “to write for someone”) (Arka et al. 2009; Ramli
2006). Verbs with BER- are found with -kan or -an to express possession and
reciprocity (e.g. alamat “address” - beralamatkan “to have an address”, cium “to
kiss”, berciuman “to kiss each other”). However, derived nouns with PE- and PEN-
donot carry -i, -kan, or -an suffixes, even though theymay correspond to verbswith
these suffixes (Nomoto 2006). For instance, pemilik, “owner”, is paradigmatically
related to memiliki “to own something”, with the suffix -i. Importantly, the verb
memilik does not exist.

1 Nomoto (2006) labelled PE- as PER-, however, Nomoto (2017) refers to the same prefix as PE-.
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The relation between form and meaning of PE- and PEN- is elucidated further
by Chaer (2008), Benjamin (2009), and Sneddon et al. (2010), who reported that
these prefixes are occasionally attested for the same base word with either the
same or different a semantic role. For instance, PEN- as in penembak and PE- as in
petembak are both derived from the base tembak, “to shoot”, and denote “someone
who shoots” and “shooter (athlete) ”, respectively. There are also cases in which,
having the same base word, the derived form with PEN- expresses the agent and
the derived form with PE- expresses the patient. For instance, PEN- as in penyapa
and PE- as in pesapa are both derived from the base sapa, “to greet/address”, and
denote “a person who greets/addresser” and “a person who is greeted/addressee”
respectively.

Denistia and Baayen (2019) conducted a corpus-based analysis to investigate
whetherPE- is really an allomorph ofPEN-. Their study also included aquantitative
analysis of the paradigmatic relation between PEN- and PE- with their corre-
sponding verbal prefixesMEN- and BER-. They argued that PE- and PEN- actually
are two different prefixes, since these prefixes reveal different degrees of pro-
ductivity and also show semantic specialization: PEN- is more productive in
forming agents and instruments, whereas PE- primarily forms agents and to some
extent patients, but not instruments. They also observed that the number of
derived words with an allomorph of PEN- is correlated with the number of base
words with the corresponding allomorph of MEN-. PE- and its base with BER- do
not partake in this correlation; it is an exception to the quantitative paradigmatic
relations characterizing the allomorphs of PEN- and MEN-.

In the present study, we used methods from Distributional Semantics Model-
ling (DSM; Landauer and Dumais 1997) to investigate potential further semantic
differences between PE- and PEN-. In DSM, word meanings are quantified by
looking at words’ contexts, following the insight of Firth (1957: 11) that “You shall
know a word by the company it keeps”. DSM builds on the observations that 1)
words that have similarmeaningsusually occur in similar contexts (Rubenstein and
Goodenough 1965); and 2) that words appearing in similar contexts tend to have
similar meanings (Pantel 2005). To operationalize this, distributional information
of words from large language corpora is brought together in high-dimensional
vectors (Turney and Pantel 2010). Thanks to this vector representation, geometric
methods that quantify vector similarity can be used to measure the semantic sim-
ilarity between words of interest.

Methods from distributional semantics have proved useful both for natural
language processing (e.g., Alfonseca et al. 2009 in information retrieval; McCarthy
et al. 2007 in word sense disambiguation; Cheung and Penn 2013 in textual
summarization) and for a range of psycholinguistic tasks, including semantic
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priming and similarity judgements (e.g., Lowe and McDonald 2000; Lund and
Burgess 1996;McDonald andBrew 2004), and studies ofmorphological processing
(Kuperman and Harald 2009; Lazaridou et al. 2013; Marelli and Baroni 2015).
Semantic vector spaces also play a central role in a recent computational model of
the mental lexicon (Baayen et al. 2019).

DSM was first applied to Indonesian morphology by Fam et al. (2017). They
examined the paradigmatic relations for Indonesian derivational affixes (e.g.
beli:dibeli, “to buy:to be bought”, makan:makanan, “to eat:food”), and used a
vector space model to generate predictions for the meanings of unseen derived
words. In the present study, we constructed a semantic vector space from a large
Indonesian corpus. If PE- and PEN- words differ in meaning, they are expected to
occur in systematically different contexts, and be distributed differently in the
semantic vector space.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. We first introduce the
corpus used for this study and the databases that we derived from this corpus. In
Section 3, we then describe howwe constructed the semantic vector space, derived
model-based similarity measures, and obtained human judgements on word
similarities. We also present the analyses of the model-predicted similarity values,
and a comparison of model predictions with human judgements. Finally, we
discuss the results obtained and conclude the study in Section 4.

2 Materials

Themain corpus used in this studywas the Leipzig Corpora Collection (henceforth,
LCC) available at http://corpora2.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/download.html. This
corpus was compiled from different sources such as the web, newspapers, and the
Wikipedia pages dating from 2008 to 2012 (Goldhahn et al. 2012). It consists of 2,
759,800 sentences, 50,794,093 word tokens, and 112,025 different word types. We
obtained the morphological structure of the non-compound words using the
MorphInd parser (Larasati et al. 2011) and checked the resultsmanually against the
online version of Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, a comprehensive dictionary of
Indonesian (Alwi 2012). The precision of the parser was at 0.98 with a recall of 0.8
in parsing all the PE- and PEN- words of the corpus. Overall, we obtained 560,633
Indonesian word types, 47,217,467 tokens, and 314,448 hapax legomena. We
processed the data using the R version 3.4.3 programming language (R Core Team
2017). The databases and the R scripts are available online at http://bit.ly/
PePeNSemVector.
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2.1 Indonesian lemmatized database

Using the morphological analyses provided by MorphInd, we lemmatized the LCC
corpus. In a preliminary processing step preceding lemmatization, we lower-cased
all words and excluded numbers, punctuationmarks, and the 15 highest frequency
stop words.2 During lemmatization, the bound morphemes (ku- “I”, -ku “my”,
kau- “you”, -mu “your”, -nya “his/her/its”), prolexemes (e.g. non-, anti-, pra-,
pasca-), particles (e.g. -lah and -pun to express emphasis, -kah to ask a question),
andnumeric affixes (e.g. se- “one”, per- “per”) were separated from their baseword
as suggested by Sneddon et al. (2010). We also marked -nya, when its function is
to emphasize a question word, by nya-WH (Pastika 2012). Besides, although
MorphInd identifies antar as a prolexeme, we did not separate the prolexeme and
the base into two tokens asantarhas a differentmeaningwhen it occurs as a simple
word (e.g. antaragama “among religions” - antar “to pick up”).

Hyphenated words were dealt with as a special case in the lemmatization
process since the hyphen can indicate various morphological word formation
patterns such as full reduplication, partial reduplication, imitative reduplication,
affixed reduplication, or compounding. Hyphensmay also appear in proper names
and when an affix is attached to a loan word (Sunendar 2016). The hyphens for
-Nya, -Ku, and -Mu (note the capital N, K andM) were lemmatized to Tuhan “God”
(e.g. kepada-Mu, kepada Tuhan “to God’). We did not parse reduplicated forms as
this word formation process is used to convey different meanings (e.g. plurality,
intensification, or iteration; Chaer 2008; Dalrymple and Mofu 2012; Rafferty 2002;
Sugerman 2016). Several examples illustrating the output of the lemmatization
process are shown in Table 1.

Anexcerpt from theLLCcorpus is presentedhere, before andafter lemmatization.
Without lemmatization:

Terimakasih karena kau selalu memperhatikanku saat di Korea, saat aku rindu ibuku kau yang
menyuruhku untuk menelponnya, bahkan kau juga mengajakku bertemu dengan ibumu untuk
mencairkan kerinduanku saat aku benar-benar merindukan ibuku.

With lemmatization:

Terimakasih kau selalumemperhatikanaku saat Korea saat aku rindu ibu ku kaumenyuruhaku
menelpon dia bahkan kau mengajak aku bertemu ibu mu mencairkan kerinduan ku saat aku
benar-benar merindukan ibu ku.

2 The complete list of the removed stop words comprises yang “which”, dan “and”, di “in”, itu
“that”, dengan “with”, untuk “to/for”, ini “this”, dari “from”, tidak “not”, dalam “inside”, pada
“of”, akan “will”, juga “also”, ke “to”, and karena “because”.
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“Thank you for always paying attention tomewhile in Korea,when Imissedmymomyou told
me to call her, even you also invited me to meet your mother to attenuate my longing when I
really miss my mother.”

2.2 Modelling semantics

The distributional vector representations of PE- and PEN- target words were
extracted from the LLC corpus usingword2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) with the default
parameter settings3 (see also Altszyler et al. 2017 for other methods). Cosine sim-
ilarity was employed to measure the degree of semantic similarity of two lemmas.

Table : Examples of the lemmatization.

Word Lemma English translation

kuajak aku ajak I invite
acaraku acara ku My event
mengajarkanku mengajarkan aku Teach me
bilaku bila aku If I
kauajar kamu ajar You teach
acaramu acara mu Your event
bersamamu bersama kamu Together with you
acaranya acara nya His/her event
mengajaknya mengajak dia Invite him/her
kapannya kapan nya-WH When
abadilah abadi lah Eternal-lah
antiagama anti agama Anti religion
antigennya anti gen nya His/her anti gen
nonagama non agama Non religion
pascaacara pasca acara After event
perempatnya per empat nya One fourth
praanggapan pra anggapan Hypothesis
seabad satu abad One century
hiruk-pikuk hiruk-pikuk Hustle and bustle
berhari-hari berhari-hari For days
al-quran al-quran The Quran
kepada-mu kepada tuhan To God
rahmat-nya rahmat tuhan God’s blessing
kera-jinan kerajinan Craft
menying-gung menyinggung To offend
tetangga-tetangga tetangga-tetangga Neighbours

3 We used a skip-gram model, with a window size of five, a vector size of two hundred, and no
hierarchical softmax. Items occurring less than five times in the corpus were not included.
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Let vectors v and w be two n dimensional vectors representing two lemmas. The

cosine similarity of v and w is the cosine of the angle θ between v→ and w→, and is
equal to the inner product of the vectors, after being length-normalized (see
Equation (1)). Thus, similarity judgement is based on the orientation, and not the
magnitude, of the vectors.

Equation 1: Calculation of cosine similarity value between two vectors.

sin(v,w) = cos(θ) = v.w
‖v ‖ ‖w‖ =

∑
i=1

n

viwi̅̅̅̅
∑
i=1

n

v2i

√ ̅̅̅̅̅
∑
i=1

n

w2
i

√

2.3 Data sets

Using the cosine similarity, we constructed two datasets, henceforth the CosSim
database and the PePeNCos database.4 The CosSim database contains the cosine
similarity values for all possible combinations of pairs of words from the set of PE-,
PEN-,BER-, andMEN-words. This database also includes the cosine values forPE-,
PEN-, BER-, and MEN- words with their respective base words. For each of its
37,003,784 entries, the CosSim database provides the following information:
Lemma1; Lemma2; Cosine similarity of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2; Prefix (the prefix
which the lemma contains, either PE-, PEN-, BER-, orMEN-); Base word; Semantic
role of the nominalization with PE- or PEN-: agent, instrument, causer, patient,
location; Derived-base cosine similarity, i.e., the cosine similarity of the derived
word and its base word; and the word category of the base word. For agent nouns
formed with PE-, we also specified whether the word refers to an athlete or a non
athlete. Example entries of this database are listed in Table 2.

The semantic roles assigned to the nominalizations with PE- and PEN- are
based on manual annotation carried out by the first author, based on words’
occurrences in the corpus. For each type, at least one token was sampled from the
corpus, and checked against the Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia. Nominalizations
that may express multiple semantic roles, cf. “opener” in English, pembuka in
Indonesian, are linked with an “agent-instrument” semantic role. Manual in-
spection of all of the 579,695 PE- and PEN- word tokens in the corpus was not
feasible. Thus, the manual annotation of semantic roles is necessarily incomplete.

4 In this database, we did not distinguish between instrument and impersonal agent (see Booij
1986 for impersonal agent as in the Dutch word zender “radio station”which has both an agentive
reading, “one who sends”, and an instrumental reading, “transmitter”).
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The PePeNCos database is a subset of the CosSim database and contains 81
derived words with PE- and 910 derived words with PEN-. The database specifies
the cosine similarity of the derived word and the corresponding base word, the
word class of the base word, and the semantic role of the derived word. From this
database, we excluded PE- and PEN- words that do not have a verbal base that
co-occurs with the prefix MEN- or BER- (Dardjowidjojo 1983; Kridalaksana 2007;
Nomoto 2017; Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al. 2010). Table 3 presents some examples
of entries in this database.

2.4 Semantic similarity rating

Eighty-three Indonesian native speakers were asked, by means of an online
questionnaire, to rate pairs of wordswith respect to their similarity inmeaning on a

Table : Examples of entries in the PePeNCos database.

DerivedWord BaseWord Cos Prefix BaseWordClass SemRole

peanggar “fencing
athlete”

anggar “fencing” . PE- n agent

pebasket “basketball
player”

basket
“basketball”

. PE- n agent

pebisnis “businessman” bisnis “business” . PE- n agent
pemain “player” main “to play” . PEN- v agent-instrument
pemerintah “government” perintah “order” . PEN- n agent-instrument
penulis “writer” tulis “to write” . PEN- v agent

Table : Examples of entries in the CosSim database.

Lemma Lemma Cos PrefixL PrefixL SemRoleL SemRoleL

menjadi
“to become”

dalam
“inside”

−. PEN

bekerja
“to work”

abadi
“eternal”

−. BER

mengatakan
“to say”

menjadi
“to become”

. MEN MEN

melakukan
“to do”

bekerja
“to work”

. MEN BER

pemerintah
“government”

dalam
“inside”

−. MEN agent-instrument

petugas
“officer”

pemerintah
“government”

. PE PEN agent agent-instrument

8 Denistia et al.



5-point Likert scale (Likert 1932), following Miller and Charles (1991). Participants
were first presented with a set of instructions that illustrated and exemplified the
task. Subsequently, they were requested to judge the similarity between 48 noun
base words and the corresponding derived words with PE- and PEN- on a scale
from 0 (no similarity in meaning) to 4 (very similar in meaning). An “I don’t know”
option was provided to the participants just in case some low frequency words
would not be recognized. These responses were removed from our analyses. Par-
ticipants were free to re-rate any pairs before submitting their final judgements.

Ourwordmaterials consisted of 24 PE-words and 24 PEN-words and their base
words. Out of the set of 48 PE- and PEN- words, 47 have unique base words; two
PEN- words share the same base word. Across prefixes, we controlled for the
frequency of base and derived words, in which both of them displayed a compa-
rable wide range of cosine similarity values. The words were selected pseudor-
andomly, while ensuring that different base word frequencies (High and Low),
different derived noun frequencies (High and Low), and different cosine values
(see Figure 1) were present in the dataset. A word’s frequency was classified as
High or Low when present in the list of the top 20% or the bottom 20% most
frequent words, respectively. This data set, which contains the human ratings as
well as the cosine similarity values, is available in the supplementary materials.5

Example entries are listed in Table 4.

Figure 1: Rankdistributionof cosinesimilarities ofwordswithPE- (left panel) andwordswithPEN-
(right panel) with their respective base words, as used in the semantic similarity judgement task.

5 The supplementary materials are accessible at http://bit.ly/PePeNSemVector.
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3 Analysis

In what follows, we first compare the semantic similarities within and between the
sets of words with PE- and PEN- (Section 3.1). In Section 3.2, we address the
semantic similarities of the base words of these prefixes. Following this, we
address the different semantic roles that are realized by words with PE- and PEN-
again using the cosine similarity measure (Section 3.3). Section 3.4 investigates
semantic similarity for base words and their prefixed derivatives, and Section 3.5
concludes with comparing the corpus-based semantic similarities with human
ratings of semantic similarity.

Table : Examples of entries of the database with human similarity ratings. Part: participant.

NounBase DerivedNoun Part. SimScore PE BaseFreq DerivedFreq Cos

jalan “street” pejalan “walker”   T   .
jalan “street” pejalan “walker”   T   .
obat “medicine” pengobat “who/which

cures”
  F   .

obat “medicine” pengobat “who/which
cures”

  F   .

runding
“discussion”

perunding “who
discuss”

  T   .

runding
“discussion”

perunding “who
discuss”

  T   .

rintis “pioneer” perintis “pioneer”   F   .
rintis “pioneer” perintis “pioneer”   F   .
tenis “tennis” petenis “tennis player”   T   .
tenis “tennis” petenis “tennis player”   T   .
waris
“inheritance”

pewaris “heir”   F   .

waris
“inheritance”

pewaris “heir”   F   .

anggar “fencing” peanggar “fencer”   T   .
anggar “fencing” peanggar “fencer”   T   .
saksi “witness” penyaksi “who

witness”
  F   .

saksi “witness” penyaksi “who
witness”

  F   .
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3.1 Cosine similarity of PE- and PEN-

We made use of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to clarify whether the PE- and
PEN- words are separable in semantic space. The LDA was able to reach 95%
classification accuracy for 81 PE- (27 athlete, 54 non athlete) and 910 PEN- words
(all of which have a minimal token frequency of 5). As shown in Table 5 (left), the
model assigned nearly half of the PE-words correctly.A second LDAwas given the
task to discriminate between PEN-, PE- athletes, and PE- non-athletes. Interest-
ingly, as shown in the right subtable of Table 5, the nine PEN- words that were
misclassified as PE- were assigned to the PEnon-athelete- group. PEN- is never
confused with PEathlete-. The athlete subset is clearly less confusable with PEN-
than the non-athlete subset.

We complemented the LDA analysis with visualization using Principal-
Components. Figure 2, left panel, shows the locations of PE- and PEN-words in the
space spanned by the first two principal components. Independent-samples t-tests
were conducted to compare the mean of PE- and PEN- vectors for each dimension.
For the first dimension, the mean of PE- is −1.18, whereas PEN- is 0.11 (p < 0.0001).
For the second dimension, the mean of PE- is −0.36, while PEN- is 0.03
(p = 0.03473). Further independent-samples t-tests for the first and the second
dimension showed different means for PE-athlete (−1.9 and −1.03) and PE-non-athlete
(−0.82 and −0.02; p = 0.026 for the first comparison and p = 0.001 for the second
comparison).

Figure 3, left panel, presents boxplots summarizing the distributions of cosine
similarities for three sets of word pairs: PE-/PEN- pairs (set 1), PEN-/PEN- pairs (set
2), and PE-/PE- pairs (set 3); see examples in Table 6. Although the distributions
show considerable overlap, differences in mean cosine similarity do reach sig-
nificance for the between prefix comparisons (PE-/PEN-) and within-prefix

Table : The confusion table of model prediction between PE- and PEN- (left) using
linear discriminant analysis, and between PE- and PEN- prediction when PE- is split
into athlete and non-athlete (right). Columns: observed, rows: predicted.

PE- PEN-

PE-  

PEN-  

PEathlete- PEnon-athelete- PEN-

PEathlete-   

PEnon-athelete-   

PEN-   

Differences between the Indonesian prefixes PE- and PEN- 11



Figure 3: Boxplots for the distributions of cosine similarities. Left panel: cosine similarities for
between PE- and PEN-, within PEN-, and within PE- words. Within and between prefix cosine
similarities, group means are significantly different only for between prefix comparisons. Right
panel: cosine similarities betweenMEN- and BER-, withinMEN- and within BER-. For these base
words, all pairs of group means are significantly different.

Figure 2: PEN- words (red) and PE- words (black) in the plane spanned by the first two principal
components of PCA analysis of the semantic vectors of thesewords. Left panel: PE- and PEN-. PE-
is clusteredmore on the central to left part, whereas PEN- is more to the central-right part. Right
panel:PE- (broken downby athlete andnon-athlete) and PEN-. PE-athlete and PE-non-athlete are
reasonably well separated.

12 Denistia et al.



comparisons (either PEN-PEN or PE-PE). A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test confirmed

the presence of at least one significant difference ( χ2( 2) = 2535.1, p < 0.0001; mean

cosine similarities: 0.024 for set 1, 0.049 for set 2, and 0.07 for set 3). Post-hoc
pairwise multiple comparisons using the Nemenyi test and p-value adjustment
using the Bonferroni correction confirmed that mean cosine similarity for the PE-/
PEN- group is indeed significantly lower than that for the PEN-/PEN- and the PE-/
PE- groups (p < 0.0001 for both comparisons). The between-prefix cosine simi-
larities indicate that PE- and PEN- formations form relatively cohesive clusters
within their own class in semantic space, and that these classes are not fully
overlapping in semantic space. The mean cosine similarity for word pairs within
the PEN- group, however, is not convincingly different from the cosine similarity of
pairs within the PE- group (p = 0.049).

3.2 Cosine similarity and paradigmatic relations

Since PE- and PEN- are paradigmatically related with the verbal prefixesMEN- and
BER-, respectively, that occur in the nominalization’s base words (see Benjamin

Table : Examples of entries for each prefix and semantics role set. BCL: word class of the base
of lemma , BCL: word class of the base of lemma .

Lemma Lemma Cos PrefixTag SemRoleTag BCL BCL

pelari “runner” peanggar “fencing
athlete”

. PE-PE agent-agent v n

pelari “runner” pejuang “fighter” . PE-PE agent-agent v v
pembisik
“whisperer”

pecandu “drug
addict”

. PEN-PEN agent-agent n n

pengabdi
“devoter”

pecandu “drug
addict”

. PEN-PEN agent-agent n n

pelacak
“detector”

pelindung
“protector”

. PEN-PEN agent-instrument-
agent-instrument

v v

pelacak
“detector”

pemandu “guide” . PEN-PEN agent-instrument-
agent-instrument

v n

pelangsing
“slimming pill”

peledak “exploder” . PEN-PEN instrument-instrument adj v

pelangsing
“slimming pill”

pelembap
“moisturizer”

. PEN-PEN instrument-instrument adj adj

pejuang
“fighter”

pecandu “drug
addict”

−. PE-PEN agent-agent v n

petenis “tennis
player”

pecandu “drug
addict”

−. PE-PEN agent-agent n n
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2009; Dardjowidjojo 1983; Ermanto 2016; Nomoto 2017; Putrayasa 2008; Ramlan
2009; Sneddon et al. 2010), we investigated whether verbs with MEN- and verbs
withBER- showa similar trend as the corresponding nouns, such thatwithin-prefix
similarities (MEN-/MEN-; BER-/BER-) are greater than between prefix similarities
MEN-/BER-. For this comparison, we selected all verbs with MEN- and BER-,
regardless of whether they correspond to PEN- and PE- or not. Table 7 shows how
oftenMEN-, BER-, PE-, and PEN- prefixes attach tomonomorphemic basewords, as
well as the prevalence of verb-noun affix substitution pairs.

Figure 3, right panel, presents boxplots summarizing the distributions of cosine
similarities for BER-/MEN-, MEN-/MEN-, and BER-/BER- pairs. The Kruskal-Wallis

rank sum test (hskip2ptχ2( 2) = 34699, p < 0.0001) and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise

tests clarified that the mean for BER-/MEN- pairs (0.032) is significantly smaller than
those for the within-prefix pairs (p < 0.0001 for both comparisons). In addition, the
mean cosine similarity forwordpairswithin theBER- set (0.042) is significantly lower
than the mean of the pairs within the MEN- set (0.046; p < 0.0001). Although the
differences for the base verbs are smaller than for the nominalizations, it is the case
that for both nouns and verbs the comparisons between prefixes yield somewhat
lower mean similarities than those within prefixes. We can therefore conclude that
the paradigmatic system of PE-/PEN- and BER-/MEN- shows coherence not only at
the level of form, but also to some extent at the level of semantics.

3.3 Cosine similarity and semantic roles

We observed that within-prefix word pairs are more similar in their semantics than
between-prefix pairs. Since Denistia and Baayen (2019) have shown that PE- can
realize the patient semantic role, and that PEN- can realize the instrument semantic
role, and that bothmay realize the agent semantic role, thequestion ariseswhether the
present semantic vectors are sufficiently sensitive to reflect these differences in what

Table : Counts of tokens and types for MEN-, BER-, PEN-, and PE-. The noun-verb corre-
spondence is calculated based on how often the same base word occurs with the prefixes of
interest.

Prefix Tokens Types

MEN- ,, ,
BER- , ,
PE- , 

PEN- , 

Corresponding PEN- and MEN- formations , 

Corresponding PE- and BER- formations , 
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semantic roles the different prefixes may realize. Themost frequent semantic roles for
each prefix, agent for PE- and agent and instrument for PEN-, were selected for further
analysis. Patient PE- observations were too few to be included. PEN- words were
further distinguishedbywhether they realizedmultiple semantic roles (bothagent and
instrument) depending on the context (Jalaluddin and Syah 2009). Of specific interest
are five groups of word pairs: (1) PE- and PEN-words expressing agent, (2) PE-words
expressing agent, (3) PEN- words expressing agent, (4) PEN- words expressing in-
strument, and (5) PEN- words expressing both agent and instrument.

Figure 4, left panel, shows that the distribution of cosine similarities for PE-/
PEN- pairs is shifted down compared to the distributions for the pairs of words
with PE- and pairs of words with PEN-. A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test

(hskip2ptχ2( 2) = 362.41, p < 0.0001) and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise tests clari-

fied that the means for within-prefix agent pairs, PE- as agents (0.082) and PEN-
as agents (0.044), are significantly higher than themean for between-prefix agent
pairs PEN-/PE- (0.033). Furthermore, the tests also clarified that agents with the
less productive PE- prefix are significantly more similar than those with the more
productive PEN- prefix (p < 0.0001).

In our data, PEN- expresses agent, instrument, or sometimes both agent and
instrument, andhas a productivity indexV1/N (Baayen 2009) of 0.00085 for agents

Figure 4: Boxplots for the distributions of cosine similarities for cross-prefix pairs of words with
PE- and PEN- expressing agents, as well as for within-prefix pairs expressing agents (left panel).
The right panel compares the distributions of cosine similarities for words with PEN-, comparing
pairs of words that can realize both agent and instrument, and those realizing either agent or
instrument. All pairs of groupmeans are significantly different for both the left and right panels.
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that is greater than the productivity index for instruments (0.00035) and that for
themixed cases (0.00001). Within the set of wordswith PEN-, see the right panel of
Figure 4, we observe differences in mean cosine similarity between the mixed
group and agents (lowest similarities) on the one hand, and the mixed group and
instruments (highest similarities) on the other hand. Themixed group is positioned
in between the two extreme groups, as expected. A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test

(hskip2ptχ2( 2) = 6895.1, p < 0.0001) and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise tests clari-

fied that the mean cosine similarity for PEN- words in the mixed set (0.091) was
significantly different from the mean for words realizing only the agent (0.044) or
only the instrument (0.161, p < 0.0001). Interestingly, the mean cosine similarity
for PEN- agents is lower than that for PEN- instruments. In other words, the set of
words with PEN- realizing instruments is internally more similar. This may be due
to more consistent contextual collocations for instruments. For instance, in-
struments are often used with specific prepositions such as dengan “with” or with
verbs such as menggunakan and memakai “to use something” in their context.

Returning to PE-, Chaer (2008) observed that PE- is the prefix of choice for
agents that are athletes (e.g., petinju “boxer” and pecatur “chess player”).
Accordingly, onemight suspect that observing a higher cosine similarity for PE- as
agent compared to PEN- as agent in Figure 4 is due to the specific use of PE- for
athletes. In order to investigate this possibility, we split the set of PE- words
expressing agents into two subsets, with one subset (PE-athletes) comprising the
athletes and the other (PE-non-athletes) the non-athletes.

As shown in Figure 5, cosine similarities within the PE-athletes set are quite high
(mean 0.255) compared to both non-athletes realized with PE- and between-prefix
comparisons with (non-athlete) nouns with PEN-. A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test

(hskip2ptχ2(3) = 525.99, p < 0.0001) and Bonferroni-corrected pairwise tests clari-

fied that the mean cosine similarities of pairs within the PE-athletes set are signifi-
cantly higher than those for the pairs of words in the other sets of agent nouns
(p < 0.0001). When both PE-athletes and PE-non-athletes are merged into one set, the
mean cosine similarity decreases to 0.049; see the left panel of Figure 4. Appar-
ently, the high cosine similaritieswithin the PE- agents group are duemainly to the
subset of agent nouns that refer to athletes. As we can see in Figure 5, pairs of
words are much less similar semantically when only one, or none, refer to an
athlete, irrespective of whether they are formed with PE- or PEN-. However, the
small differences in the mean between these three distributions do receive sta-
tistical support (all p < 0.0001).
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3.4 Cosine similarity for base-derived pairs

As observed by Chaer (2008), PE- is used specifically to coin words for athletes;
34% of types in our data. We therefore expected that base-derived word pairs with
PE- have a greater mean cosine similarity compared to base-derived word pairs
with PEN-.

The left panel of Figure 6 presents boxplots for the distributions of cosine
similarities for word pairs consisting of a base word and the corresponding nom-
inalization, once for PE- and once for PEN-. A Wilcoxon test (W = 44,626,
p < 0.0001) clarified that themean cosine similarity forPE-/BASEword pairs (0.315)
is significantly higher than the mean cosine similarity for PEN-/BASE word pairs
(0.211), as expected. Subsequent analyses that focused on the word category of the
base word clarified that the overall pattern is driven entirely by pairs with nouns as
base word (W = 2,488, p = 0.648 for verbs;W = 790, p = 0.1329 for adjectives; but
W= 5,932, p < 0.0001 for nouns). The right panel of Figure 6 shows the distributions
for base-derived pairs with noun bases. Since most formations with PE- denoting
athletes have a nominal base, the larger cosine similarities for PE- are again driven
primarily by this particular semantic field.

3.5 Modelling human judgement for base-derived pairs

To further validate the corpus-based semantic vectors and the cosine similarity
measure, we carried out a rating task in which participants were requested to
evaluate the semantic similarity between 48 nominal base words and their

Figure 5: Boxplots for the cosine similarity for PE- partition into nouns for athletes and nouns for
non-athletes, and agent nouns with PEN-.
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nominalizations with PE- and PEN-. Given the results reported in the previous
section, we expected the ratings to be lower for the 24 pairs involving PEN- than for
the 24 pairs involving PE-.

Participants were asked to provide ratings on a five-point Likert scale (1–5), for
each of the 48 derived/base pairs. Participants were requested to use the full scale.
The set of items comprised two subsets of pairs, depending on whether or not the
affix of the derived word is PE- or PEN- (Affix). We selected the items in such a way
that there was no strong difference in mean cosine similarity between the PE- and
PEN- groups (W = 401, p = 0.01937). For both the derived and the base word, we
included their frequency of occurrence as covariates (FrequencyDerived,
FrequencyBase).

Out of 83 participants, 13 never usedmore than three options of the five options
available on the rating scale (see Figure 7). These participantswere removed prior to
analysis. We used a GAMM (Generalized Additive Model, MGCV package version
1.8-17 (Wood 2006, 2011)), for statistical evaluation to investigatewhether the cosine
similarities and human judgements are correlated. Table 8 presents the summary of
a model with a smooth for PE- and a difference smooth for PEN-. These curves are
shown in the left and right panels of Figure 7. A thinplate regression splinewas used
to model the non-linear interaction of base frequency and derived frequency, and
by-participant random intercepts were included aswell. Random intercepts for item
were not included because an analysis of concurvity indicated itemwas too strongly
confounded with the other item-bound predictors.

Figure 6: Boxplots for the distributions of cosine similarities for word pairs consisting of the
base and the derived word (left panel) and the noun base and the derived word (right panel).
Mean cosine similarity is higher for PE- compared to PEN- in both comparisons.
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Apparently, the way in which human ratings can be predicted from the cosine
similarity is different for the two prefixes. As can be seen by comparing the left and
centre panels of Figure 8, the effect of cosine similarity is limited to the first two-
thirds of the range of its values; the effect levels off for the highest cosine similarity
values. This indicates that a large part of the range of cosine similarities is indeed
predictive for human intuitions about the semantic similarity between PE- and

Figure 7: Scatter plot matrix for ratings by cosine similarity for the 83 participants in the human
similarity judgement experiment. Participants 3, 13, 14, 18, 38, 40, 43, 51, 57, 61, 64, 71, 73 were
removed from the model because of their too restricted use of the rating scale.

Table : GAMM fitted to the ratings elicited for  pairs of PE- and PEN- nominalizations and their
base words.

A. parametric coefficients Estimate Std. Error t-value p-value

Intercept (PE-) . . . <.
B. smooth terms edf Ref.df F-value p-value
s(CosineSimilarity) [PE-] . . . <.
s(CosineSimilarity) difference curve PEN- . . . <.
s(FrequencyBase,FrequencyDerived) . . . <.
Random intercepts participant . . . <.
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PEN-words and their base words. Furthermore, the upward slope of the regression
curve in the predictive range of cosine is steeper for PE- than that for PEN-, sug-
gesting a greater sensitivity of the cosine of the angle of two semantic vectors as a
similarity measure for the prefix PE-. The difference curve in the right panel shows
that we indeed have a significant difference: around a cosine similarity of 0, the
predicted partial effect of PE- is significantly lower, and around a cosine similarity
of 0.2, it is significantly higher.

4 General discussion

Studies in Indonesian allomorphy have generally focused on words’ internal
structure. Denistia and Baayen (2019) is the first corpus-based study systematically
investigating how complex words are used in written Indonesian. In the present
study, we extend their investigation using methods of distributional semantics to
study the prefixes PE- and PEN-, which have been described as having similar form
and meaning (Rajeg 2013; Sneddon et al. 2010), have their own quantitative
semantic profiles; if so, this would provide further support for PE- and PEN- being

Figure 8: Partial effects for cosine similarity as a predictor of human ratings for PE- (left panel)
and PEN- (middle panel). Right panel: the difference curve which, when added to the curve of
PEN-, yields the curve of PE-.
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separate affixes rather than allomorphs (Denistia and Baayen 2019; Nomoto 2017;
Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al. 2010). We used methods from distributional
semantics to obtain semantics vectors (also known as word embeddings) for all
wordswithPE- and PEN-, aswell as for their basewords and their paradigmatically
related verbs with BER- and MEN-. In addition, we investigated whether the
corpus-based cosine similarity measure was predictive for human similarity
judgements.

There are subtle but statistically significant differences in the distributions of
cosine similarities between PE- and PEN-. The finding that PE- words are less
similar to PEN- words than to other PE- words, and likewise that PEN- words
are less similar to PE- words compared to PEN- words, dovetails well with the
hypothesis that PE- and PEN- are different prefixes, rather than allomorphs.

The semantic analyses using embeddings provides further support for para-
digmatic consistency between PE-/PEN- and BER-/MEN- (Benjamin 2009; Dard-
jowidjojo 1983; Denistia and Baayen 2019; Ermanto 2016; Nomoto 2017; Putrayasa
2008; Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al. 2010). Cosine similarities calculated between
formations with PE- and formations with PEN- tend to be somewhat smaller than
cosine similarities calculated for pairs of words with PE- and likewise for pairs of
words with PEN-. A similar pattern is found for the corresponding base words with
BER- andMEN-. This difference is likely to be due to well described differences in
the semantic functions of these prefixes (Arka et al. 2009; Chaer 2008; Kroeger
2007; Putrayasa 2008; Sneddon et al. 2010; Sutanto 2002; Tomasowa 2007).MEN-
typically renders a verb explicitly active either, transitive or intransitive, and can
carry the suffixes -i and -kan. These suffixes express intensification or iteration
(in addition to adding a further argument, either a beneficiary, a location, or a
causer). BER-, by contrast, is described as a prefix which typically forms intran-
sitive verbs and expresses reciprocals, reflectives, or possessives.

PE- and PEN- differ also in that nouns with PE- are more similar to their base
word compared to nouns with PEN-. This finding was supported by a rating
experiment, which also suggested that the semantic vectors are indeed predictive
of intuitive human judgements of semantic similarity.

Finally, a closer investigation of the semantic roles realized by nominaliza-
tions with PE- and PEN- reveals that the mean cosine similarity for pairs of PE-
words expressing agents is higher than the mean for pairs of PEN- words
expressing agents. Furthermore, words with PEN- as instruments have a higher
mean cosine similarity compared to pairs of words with PEN- that express agents.

We have seen that the semantic similarities of pairs of agents realized with PE-
is slightly greater in the mean than the semantic similarities of pairs of agents
realized with PEN- (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the semantic similarities of pairs of
base and derived words are greater for PE- than for PEN- (Figure 6). These results
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are perhaps surprising given that of the two prefixes, it is PE- that is the least
productive (Denistia and Baayen 2019). Typically, one would expect greater
semantic transparency between base and derived word for more productive
affixes.

The somewhat greater transparency of agents with PE- is likely to be due to
the specific use of PE- to express athletes (e.g., petinju “boxer” and perenang
“swimmer”). The overall less productive prefix has found a small semantic niche
in which it is strongly established. By way of comparison, irregular verbs in
English, German, andDutch have found a semantic niche comprising actions and
positions involving the body (Baayen and Moscoso del Prado Martin 2005).
Likewise in Dutch, the less productive suffix -te (compare -th in English) typically
expresses measures (e.g., lengte, English length), whereas the more productive
rival suffix -heid is also used for character traits and anaphoric reference (Baayen
and Neijt 1997).

In summary, using distributional semantics as analytical tool, we have been
able to provide corpus-based evidence for subtle differences in the semantics of
the Indonesian prefixes PE- and PEN-. The present results provide further support
for PE- and PEN- being different prefixes, supplementing earlier studies pointing
to differences in their phonological conditioning (Ramlan 2009; Sneddon et al.
2010), differences in their paradigmatic relations with the verbal prefixes of their
base words (Nomoto 2017), and differences in their productivity (Denistia and
Baayen 2019).

The semantic effects that we have documented in the present study are small.
This is likely to be due not only to the enormous differences in words’ meanings,
but also to the small size of the corpus from which we derived our embeddings.
Whereas in natural language processing applications, corpora of several billions of
words are favoured, our corpus comprises only 47 million words. As a conse-
quence, our vectors are noisy, especially for lower-frequency words. Further
replication studies based on larger corpora will be essential for consolidating the
present exploratory results. At the same time, our embeddings have turned out to
be surprisingly useful. Several of our observations are predated in the qualitative
literature, but it is difficult to evaluate the importance of these observations for the
language system. Embeddings have allowed us to provide quantitative corpus-
based support for several aspects of the semantics of Indonesian prefixal
morphology, and thus provide novel external support and enhanced predictive
precision for previous qualitative research.
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